
Heroes March toward Tower of Flames in Haypi
Kingdom: The Return of the King 1.0.10
The thrilling mobile game is the brother game of
Haypi’s super hit Haypi Kingdom. Well, it seems to
follow the successful footsteps of its older brother! 

SHANGHAI, SHANGHAI, CHINA, June 8, 2015
/EINPresswire.com/ -- The creative developer Haypi
Co., Ltd. has just released a great new update to their
MMO hit Haypi Kingdom: The Return of the King. The
thrilling mobile game is the brother game of Haypi’s
super hit Haypi Kingdom. Well, it seems to follow the
successful footsteps of its older brother! 

More and more fun content keeps the players of Haypi
Kingdom: The Return of the King always entertained.
This is an amusing game about lords of unknown
lands. In patch 1.0.10, there is a whole new PVE scene
added to the game. The new scene is called Fire
Chasm and contains many challenging levels and a
new Trial Tower, named Tower of Flames. Those who
can defeat the enemies will be awarded extra for
fulfilling the special tasks! 

Haypi Kingdom: The Return of the King version 1.0.10

allows players to have complete control over their cities, so they can happily and fully rule over the
lands. In the new patch, all cities (apart from the main city) can be abandoned at any time. Besides,
players can now relax, knowing that their cities won’t turn into someone else’s property due to low
loyalty. Now Loyalty Boosters can increase the city loyalty. As for upgrading buildings, it is easier now
thanks to the newly added functional buttons within the Building Upgrade feature. Players can have
quick access to the Shop whenever they lack some resources. What is more, if a certain building’s
level is a precondition for upgrading another building, the players can conveniently access the former
while looking at the upgrade feature of the latter. Concerning Speed-ups of Countdown time, now the
balance in the game is improved through optimization of the Instant Finish option. The amount of gold
required for Instant Finish now corresponds to the length of remaining countdown time. The
newcomers can have more amusing experience now that the game has a better Beginner’s Guide
with arrow indicators. 

More good news for the Haypi Fans! In the new version of Haypi Kingdom: The Return of the King,
players also have better control of troops. The gameplay is optimized and smoothened when it comes
to actions such as recalling troops from oases or returning troops from lost cities. Only bullying is not
allowed, and to counteract it, simultaneous warfare queues are limited to only five. The battles are
even more exciting now that MDEF of all troop types has been raised, and the general performance of
troops is not influenced by the insufficiency of crops. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://haypi.com/
http://haypi.com/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/haypi-kingdom-return-king/id904874944?mt=8
http://www.haypi.com/forum/


Haypi Kingdom: The Return of the King offers a new
thrill. The game is free to download from the AppStore.
It can suit anyone who wants to be a hero!  
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